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Introduction of each phase of the trial
It is known to all that project management in clinical trials can be generally categorized into the following stages:
study design, data management and data submission. The focus of different departments varied in each stage.
For example, during project launch phase, DM, STST, Physician, MA and CO will all participate in the protocol
and CRF design, whereas the focus of Medical is medical events, and Statistician will develop Statistical Analysis
Plan. During project implementation, clinical trial data is interpreted from entirely different perspectives by
different departments. For example, DM reviews data from data integrity perspective, while the SAS
programming department analyzes data in standard format. In addition, in the implementation of the project, the
support of various software is essential, to improve the efficiency of the process. The integrated application of
SAS tools in the whole cycle of a project is described in the paper.

Procedure of each phase
From database design at the database development phase, to the data review during data management phase,
and then standardization in the data submission process, SAS is always one of the most critical and useful tool,
to ensure the high-quality result and high-efficiency operation from its powerful functions throughout the whole
lifecycle of a clinical trial. Here is an introduction to our best practices:

Database Design Phase
Firstly, we need to understand the basic process of database design:
1.

Specify the requirements

2.

Design the database system according to the requirements

3.

Determine consistency between the results of design and the original requirements.

In these processes, requirement changes may result in a series of other alternations.
In step1 and step 2, the operation of different database systems is different. Let’s take the Open source EDC as
an example. The typical database design approach is to manually copy the eCRF requirements from raw aCRFs
or eCRF specification workbook and manually paste to a machine-readable XML file template by Database
Designers, and upload to the EDC. The manual process can be time-consuming with human mistakes. However,
the manual transfer approach can be replaced by using SAS With SAS Macro 1, the requirements of Step 1 can
be directly converted into the system file of Step 2, and then Step 3, i.e., consistency comparison is done with
SAS Macro 2, and relevant prompts will be generated.
Specific steps of implementation:
Step 1, Original Request (Spec)

Step 2, Upload file which will be used in EDC system

Step 3, eCRF

Macro 1: Read Spec file to datasets, and then transfer to load format

Macro 2: DB QC without eSpec

Clinical Operations Phase
To achieve high-efficiency, we should design the database on the basis of CDASH as much as possible in
database design, so that we can customize different data viewing models during the implementation. For
example, for the DM department, they can generate project reports such as project progress status report, query
processing report of sites, actual enrollment, and data reports at any time. For the Statistics department, data
status maps and individual proportion data models can be generated periodically. For medical personnel, medical

history, the relationship between adverse events and medications can be checked regularly. In FMD, these are
realized by using SAS.
Specific steps of Macro:
Step 1：Read raw data from DB

Step 2: Read All tables from DB

Step 3: Read ALL formats from system

Step 4: Generate all dataset during the generate macro

Step 5: Datasets and listing generated

Delivery Phase
After standardized data is available, fast delivery can be realized. (We will only do a brief introduction here)
With Macro, you can submit data with one click. In FMD, there is a department that is specialized in preparing
data for submission.
Such as: SDTM Data

Both CDASH and SDTM follow the CDISC standard for data collection and naming. The two are almost 80%
same in Following CDASH from database design phase could dramatically reduce the data standardization
programming efforts at SDTM programming stage. The remaining different or derived parts, such as xxSEQ and
xxDY, can be automatically assigned via macro.
Define file
Define displays that serve as data elements. You can extract the attributes of CRF and data to achieve automatic
filling of each module. In the later stage, only simple adjustment and review are needed.
Data visualization base on SDTM/CDISH datasets(End user will review it base on these format)
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